
October 20, 1966 

Mr. Raymond Marcus 
1249 Hi Point Street 
Los Angeles, California 90035 

Dear Ray: 

"The Bastard Bullet" is an important contribu-
tion toward the understanding of what really happened 
when President John F. Kennedy was assassinated and 
how its subsequent investigation went wrong. It shows 
that one of the key elements of proof presented in the 
Report of the President's Commission is invalid. If 
this bullet could not have inflicted all seven non-
fatal injuries attributed to it and still remain vir-
tually intact, unmutilated, and the word the Report 
avoids, undedormed, then the entire pat case falls and 
there had to be at least another assassin, whether or 
not Oswald was one, and this, in turn, means there was 
a conspiracy. 

I hope your monograph turns out to be the 
first of a series of spe*ialized studies of single 
and important aspects of the case in which researchers 
concentrate on what cannot be dealt with in as great 
length in books covering the entire field. 

The best of good luck with it. 

Sincerely, 
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Deer Ray 
In en effort to be helpful I have let other things go to finish the bastard. In 

en effort to be helnful I shall be frank about it. Do not do it as it now is. 1'1 tell 
you why I believe this. AS I told you when yen I bee just begun it, I think now is 
the time for specicialized studies of particular aspects of the epee. If your monograph 

does not edqmaterielly to what is now generally available, what does it aecomelish%( It 
adds too little ani much less than it can. Thereby what can be important end worth-
while falls short of that when it need not. 

The form is a handicap it may not survive and can waste both the money it will 
cost end the udience it might otherwise atteact. It it too untidy, to bleak, filth too 
much underlining where the desireable effect of emphesis is lost. It is am imeosition 
on buyers to expect them to nay for incomplete pages end interlinee corrections and 
notations in the margin. 

I believe you are takenixlor  ith the lengthdetetement of hypothesis. I think it is 
much toe long end aceomplishes lit- le purpose, that it 1111 bore and bewilder the 
reader, unnecessarily. This is fine for your own thinking but is not the kind of thing 
the average reeler wants. fou can state what it says (end I think some ofLehat it says 
meg,  be questionable) much more briefly and interestingly) on-i ueej the 'puce saved for 
those things that nre lacking. 

There is materiel available that you h-ven't uses: and I think you should. As I 
told you, you are welcome to use mine, and you cap use it also to laud you to whet 
I had to leave out. Examples of this are the tracing of the Governor's clothes and 
What those who bundled it and the stretcher said, the tracing of the poseible sources 
of the ammo, dieeontinued the moment reloeded ammo was found to be generally available. 
It you should, as I doubt, heed my advice, I'll give this more thought and I'm confident 
will be able to melee additional such suggestions. I'm rushing this because I've just 
been celled to see the doctor and have little time. 	do want to get it done b.. fore I 
get busy again. 

Your material o4 the opinions of the coroners in worth much more space end atten-
tion that you gave it. This is not footnote mete-ial. It is an orieinel couttibution 
and should b% en import-nt pert of the text. You can expend it with the testimony of 

the autopsy doctors, who, if their opinion fie worth enythine, said they found this 
is what ha :refined in the ='resident's body. It is also the official exelemation given 
the eshinetcn Post when my bock appeared and they consulted the former staff of the 
Commission. 

You build up to enyine the bullet is planted. Because you do this, your reader 141 
will expect an exelenation of by anyone would plant he bullet, from either evidence,  

or your opinion. You can offer reasonable explanations of suggestions and abould,wat 
If you persist in proceeding with this content end this form, you run the serious 

risk of doing harm, of alienating; those who buy it and are disappointed for variouak 

reasons and instead of telling their friends this is on eeciting.  worthwhile thing -eels V 

should buy will soy it is an untidy incomplete job they shouldn't. 'This will coat you 
in money an appreciable part of a decent presentation, neatly typed for offset and 

reduced to a 8x9 pegs. I'm confident my artist will do all the calculations end. planning 



for you without charge. You can then work your il:ustrations in neatly and 
ettrectively end can, as a matter of fact, include more without real additional 
cost. .&xemples are more pictures, direct photocopies of the testimony, etc. 

You can make an attractive and worthwhile pamphlet of This. I really wish you 
would. i have been frank, knowing candor is often unwelcome, because it is the price 
end meaeurs of friendship. Please ask those others who have read it what they believe 
of what 1  have here said, especially Bill and Maggie. 

In the remote ev-nt you decide to bad my edvio,, my sUitional sug7estion could 
be that you type with a pica machine and reduce the size to that of elite or a trifle 
smaller, with space and a half between the lines and two spaces between paragraphs, 
decent margins, more white 27-Ace atop each subdivision, etc., to ovarcome some of 
those liabilities I encountered because of space, cost and i3norance. 

You should expand the 1dgewood stuff, which is important, how the bullets 
was recorded so haphazardly in Aishington, as I told you it was, more on who wss at 
the Naval Hospital, which is also vailable, more on the presence or lack of it 
on the FBI agents, which I can also give you and you may be able to get elsewhere, 
how close the FBI agents were to 4'm-A -Ita going on with respect to this bullet, more 
of its history es alleg7,d inside the President's body and how it is incredible, more 
on the front-wound part of tho autopsy, etc., which help tell the entire story of 
this bullet and in one piece. 

Perhaps I'll have time to expand rather than just rushing through to get this 
done when I get home. If 1 do not, the best of luck with whatever you do, and if there 
is any ,?sy in which I can help, let me know. 

Linen sly, 

Got home late but though of this while driving. i haven't changed my mind, Ray. I 
believe what i have said is valid. I also believe that s time goes on and the subjeci 
opens up more, publishers will be ho-king for what you may end up with. by not do 
a thorough job that mi:cht be publishable and will mark you as bevin7 done an importan' 
thin“ Picking the bullet was a wise choice. It is that essential to the case of the 
government. Of course, you mny not be able to. I believe you do not ant to. In that 
case the least I'd stroaaly urge upon you is that you retype it cleanly, 7Jorking in 
your ri.,:erences end diminishing the emphasis to whet is so much more important that 
it is worth emphasizing. On the other hand, if you take my advice, let me tell you 
the offset photographer arm 'Nor': richt from the 26 volumes knowine the size of the 
space to be filled by whatever you use for illustrstion.,Thus you hive no extra photo 
graphic expense, tour ofset photographer can also eliminate the rcrean. Hy pictures 
are better the,: the origin:Ai, a pleasant surprise, because my photograther is more 
conscientious that those employed by the Commission. 


